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ABSTRACT
The IEEE 1394 high performance serial multimedia bus protocol allows several components to communicate
with each other at high speed. In this paper we present a formal model and veri cation of a leader election
algorithm that forms the core of the tree identify phase of the physical layer of the 1394 protocol.
We describe the algorithm formally in the I/O automata model of Lynch and Tuttle, and verify that for
an arbitrary tree topology exactly one leader is elected. A large part of our veri cation has been checked
mechanically with PVS, a veri cation system for higher-order logic.
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1. Introduction

The IEEE 1394 high performance serial bus has been developed for interconnecting computer and
consumer equipment such as multimedia PCs, digital cameras, VCRs, and CD players. The bus is
\hot-pluggable", i.e. equipment can be added and removed at any time, and allows quick, reliable
and inexpensive high-bandwidth transfer of digitized video and audio. Although originally developed
by Apple (FireWire), the version documented in [IEE96] has been accepted as a standard by IEEE
in 1996. More than seventy companies | including Sun, Microsoft, Lucent Technologies, Philips,
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IBM, and Adaptec | have joined in the development of the IEEE 1394 bus, and related consumer
electronics and software. Hence there is a good chance that IEEE 1394 will become the future standard
for connecting digital multimedia equipment. The introduction of the bus into consumer electronics
is expected to become the driving force behind a new wave of multimedia applications, such as fullmotion desktop digital video conferencing, movie quality multimedia authoring, video mail, and home
video editing. Researched expansions include increasing the data transfer rate from 400 Mbps to 1
Gbps making the IEEE 1394 bus a serious competitor of, for instance, the PCI personal computer
bus.
Like in the OSI model, the IEEE 1394 bus protocol has several layers, of which the physical layer is the
lowest. Within the physical layer of the 1394 bus a number of phases are identi ed. The physical layer
protocol enters the tree identify phase whenever a bus reset occurs, for instance, when a component
is added to or removed from the bus. The task of the tree identify phase is to check whether the
network topology is a tree, and (if this is indeed the case) to elect a leader amongst the nodes in this
tree. The leader serves as bus manager in subsequent phases of the protocol. In the IEEE standard
document [IEE96] the tree identify phase is speci ed with a state machine that describes the behavior
of one component, and with C++ procedures that give the meaning of the actions performed in the
state machine. The state machine and C++ code have an informal character; the mandatory part of
the speci cation lies in the de nition and duration of signals occurring on the bus. The intention of
the informal speci cation is to provide the 1394 implementor with a recipe that enables him/her to
conform to the mandatory signal behaviour on the bus, even though in principle there is freedom for
any other working solution.
The description of the tree identify phase in the IEEE standard [IEE96] is quite technical and involves
details related to the timing of events and the precise signals on the bus. It took us some time
to extract from the IEEE standard document the simple leader election algorithm that we present
in this paper, and which provides an abstract view of what goes on during the tree identify phase.
Within our abstract model we ignore many important details of the 1394 tree identify phase, such as
timing restrictions and problems that may occur if the network topology contains a cycle. We are
currently working on the formal modeling and veri cation of a number of those additional features.
Our approach is to enrich the model described in this paper with more detail and to prove formally
that the new model is a re nement of the old one. By applying this stepwise re nement approach we
hope to arrive at a more modular description of the tree identify phase that is easier to explain and
amenable to formal analysis.
After we had extracted and veri ed our abstract version of the 1394 leader election algorithm, Nancy
Lynch pointed out to us that essentially the same algorithm is described informally in her book on
Distributed Algorithms [Lyn96, p501]. Clearly, the algorithm was conceived independently by the
designers of 1394 and by Lynch. As a consequence, an alternative way to look at our paper is that we
provide a formal proof of a result claimed (but not proved) in [Lyn96, Theorem 15.17]. The fact that
we found this simple leader election algorithm hidden in IEEE 1394 forms a wonderful illustration of
Hoare's law: inside every large program there is a small program trying to get out. It gives us hope
that at some point in the future industrial protocols may and will be constructed by assembling and
re ning known and formally veri ed algorithms, perhaps described in an \Encyclopedia of Distributed
Algorithms".
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, the leader election algorithm is described in
terms of the I/O automata model of Lynch and Tuttle [LT89, Lyn96]. In Section 3, we sketch the
mathematical veri cation, and also discuss the mechanization using PVS, a theorem prover based on
higher-order logic [ORSH95]. We end with some conclusions in Section 4.
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2. Description of the protocol

In this section we rst describe the tree-identify phase of the IEEE 1394 protocol informally, and then
formally specify an abstract version as an I/O automaton.

2.1 The IEEE 1394 tree identify phase

In the IEEE 1394 standard, components connected to the bus are referred to as nodes. Each node
has a number of ports which are used for bidirectional connections to (other) nodes. Each port has
at most one connection. The tree identify phase follows on completion of the bus reset phase, which
is for instance started whenever a connection is added or removed. The bus reset phase clears all
topology information except local information on a node, i.e. which ports have connections. During
the tree identify phase a spanning tree is constructed in the network. A typical network topology is
presented in Figure 1.
Informally, the basic idea of the protocol is as follows: leaf nodes send a \parent request" message to
their neighbor. When a node has received a parent request from all but one of its neighbors it sends
a parent request to its remaining neighbor. In this way the tree grows from the leafs to a root. If a
node has received parent requests from all its neighbors, it knows that it is has been elected as the
root of the tree. The root node is also referred to as the leader or the bus master.
Let us consider the operation of the protocol in some more detail. During the tree identify phase
every node goes through three stages. In the rst stage, a node waits until it has received a parent
request on all ports or on every port except one. Since a leaf node has at most one connection, it
can skip the rst stage. In the second stage, a node acknowledges all the parent requests that it has
received and sends a parent request on the remaining port (if any) on which it has not received a
parent request. In Figure 2, two links have been assigned as \child links" and one parent request from
a leaf node is still pending. In the third stage, if a node has received parent request messages on all
ports but has not sent a parent request message itself, then it decides that it is the root of the tree
and terminates. If a node that has sent a parent request message receives an acknowledgement then
it also terminates but decides that it has not been elected as the root. It is possible that two nodes
send parent request messages to each other; this situation is called root contention and is illustrated
in Figure 3. Whenever root contention occurs, the nodes that are involved retransmit their parent
request after random timeouts and return to the beginning of the third stage. After completion of the
protocol, the resulting spanning tree in our example network may look as in Figure 4.

parent?

Figure 1:

Initial network topology

Figure 2:

Intermediate con guration

parent?

Figure 3:

Two contending nodes

Figure 4:

Final spanning tree
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If the network contains a cycle, then a node that is part of this cycle can never move to the second
stage of the protocol because it will allways have (at least) two neighbors from whom it has not
received a parent request. In 1394, this deadlock situation is recognized with the help of timers. In
principle, 1394 allows every node in the network to become the root of the tree, so even leaves in
the network can be elected as leader. However, a node can increase its chances of becoming root by
waiting long enough before moving to the second stage.

2.2 The I/O automaton model

In the speci cation below we abstract from time, ignore cycle detection, and do not model the mechanism for solving root contention. More speci cally, we assume that the network topology is cycle
free, and that whenever root contention occurs it is resolved in a single atomic action. We describe
the protocol as an I/O automaton [LT89, Lyn96].
To model the network topology, we assume the presence of digraph G, which is a tuple of nite nonempty sets of vertices V and edges E  V  V. Vertices of G represent nodes in the network and
edges represent connections via which the nodes can send messages to each other. We assume that G
is undirected in the sense that ( ) 2 E , ( ) 2 E. Furthermore we assume that there are no
self loops in the graph: ( ) 62 E. Finally, we assume that G has a tree-like topology: for each pair
of vertices , there is a unique sequence of vertices 0
n such that (1) 0 = , (2) n = , (3)
for all 0 
, ( i i+1 ) 2 E, and (4) no vertex occurs more than once in the sequence.
In Figure 5, the protocol is speci ed as an I/O automaton TIP using a standard precondition/e ect
notation [LT89]. For each link =( ), the source is denoted source ( ), the target is denoted
target( ), and the reverse link ( ) is denoted ?1 . For each node , from( ) gives the set of
links with source and to( ) gives the set of links with target , so 2from( ) , source( )= and
2to( ) , target( )= . All the other data types and operation symbols used in the speci cation have
the obvious meaning.
Each node goes through three stages. In the rst stage, in which Boolean variable init [ ] is 1,
receives incoming parent request messages from neighboring nodes through the action ADD CHILD .
Node designates the links along which these messages arrive as `child' links by setting a Boolean
variable child [ ] to 1. If all incoming links of or all links except one are designated as child links,
may move to the second stage in which init [ ] is set to 0. The second stage is condensed into
a single atomic action CHILDREN KNOWN ( ), for each node . As a result of this action an
acknowledgment message (simply encoded as a 1) is sent over all reverse child links. Moreover, if
there is an incoming link that is not a child link, then a parent request message (encoded as a 0) is
sent to the source of that link (say ). If subsequently, in the third stage, a reply arrives in which
asks to become its parent then we have a situation of `root contention'. In the I/O automaton TIP
an action RESOLVE CONTENTION then nondeterministically designates one of the nodes as the
parent and the other as the child. As soon as a node discovers that all its incoming links are `child'
links it decides that it has become the root of the tree and performs a ROOT action.
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3. Veri cation

The veri cation is done with a standard I/O automaton method [LT89, Lyn96, LV95]. The required
behavior of the automaton TIP is captured in terms of a more abstract I/O automaton SPEC . The
goal then is to prove that the trace (observable behavior) of any fair run of I/O automaton TIP is
also a trace of a fair run of the abstract I/O automaton SPEC . The abstract automaton SPEC is
given in Figure 6. Proving that the set of fair traces of TIP is included in the set of fair traces of
SPEC amounts to proving that exactly one node will perform a ROOT action and thereby become
the root (bus master) of the network.
The veri cation proceeds in a number of steps. First, a number of invariant properties of automaton
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Internal: ADD CHILD , CHILDREN KNOWN , RESOLVE CONTENTION , ACK
Output: ROOT
Init: 8v; e : init [v]
State Variables: init : V ! Bool
^ :contention[v]
contention : V ! Bool
^ :root [v]
root : V ! Bool
^ :child [e]
child : E ! Bool
^ mq [e] = empty
mq : E ! Bool
ADD CHILD (e : E)
Precondition:
^ init [target(e)]
^ mq [e] 6= empty
E ect:
child [e] := 1
mq [e] := tl(mq [e])

CHILDREN KNOWN (v : V)
Precondition:
^ init [v]
^ 8e; f 2 to(v) : child [e] _ child [f ] _ e = f
E ect:
init [v] := 0
for e 2 from(v) do mq [e] := append(child [e?1 ]; mq [e])

ACK (e : E)
Precondition:
^ :init [target(e)]
^ mq [e] 6= empty
E ect:
contention[target(e)] := :hd(mq [e])
mq [e] := tl(mq [e])

RESOLVE CONTENTION (e : E)
Precondition:
^ contention[source(e)]
^ contention[target(e)]
E ect:
child [e] := 1
contention[source(e)] := 0
contention[target(e)] := 0

ROOT (v : V)
Precondition:
^ :init [v]
^ :contention[v]
^ :root [v]
^ 8e 2 to(v) : child [e]
E ect:
root [v] := 1
Figure 5:

I/O automaton TIP.

Output: ROOT
State Variables: done : Bool

Init: :done

ROOT (v : V)
Precondition:
:done
E ect:
done := 1
Figure 6:

I/O automaton SPEC.
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TIP are established. Next, these properties are used to prove that a re nement exists from automaton
TIP to automaton SPEC . This implies that each run of the TIP automaton can be simulated by the
SPEC automaton. As a third step in the veri cation it is shown that all executions of TIP are nite.
Finally, we establish that the trace of any fair run of TIP is also the trace of a fair run of SPEC .
Since SPEC only has fair executions consisting of a single (observable) action ROOT , it suces to
prove that each fair run of TIP contains exactly one ROOT action.

3.1 Invariants
Theorem 1 For all nodes and for all links
v

are valid for all reachable states:

e; f

, the following properties are invariants of TIP, i.e.,

If a node is in the initial stage then it is not involved in root contention.
 init [v] ! :contention[v]
I1 (v) =
If a node is in the initial stage then its outgoing links are empty.
 init [source(e)] ! mq [e] = empty
I2 (e) =
If a node is in the initial stage then it is not a child of any of its neighbors.
 init [source(e)] ! :child[e]
I3 (e) =
If a node has left the initial stage then all links, or all links but one, are child links.
 target(e) = target(f ) = v ^ e 6= f ! init [v] _ child [e] _ child [f ]
I4 (e; f; v) =
Each link contains at most one message at a time.
 length(mq [e])  1
I5 (e) =
If a node is in the initial stage, then none of its neighbors is involved in root contention.
 init [source(e)] ! :contention[target(e)]
I6 (e) =
Child links are empty.
 child [e] ! mq [e] = empty
I7 (e) =
If a node is involved in root contention, then all its incoming links are empty.
 contention[target(e)] ! mq [e] = empty
I8 (e) =
A node only sends acknowledgements to its children.
 mq [e] 6= empty ^ hd(mq [e]) ! child [e?1 ]
I9 (e) =
A node never sends a parent request to its children.
 mq [e] 6= empty ^ :hd(mq [e]) ! :child [e?1]
I10 (e) =
Two nodes can never be children of each other.
 child [e] ! :child [e?1]
I11 (e) =
If a node is involved in root contention, then it is not a child of any of its neighbors.
 contention[source(e)] ! :child [e]
I12 (e) =
All the incoming links of a root node are child links.
 root [target(e)] ! child [e]
I13 (e) =
All incoming links of the source of a child link, except for its reverse, are child links as well.
 child [e] ^ source(e) = target(f ) ^ e 6= f ?1 ! child [f ]
I14 (e; f ) =
There is at most one node for which all incoming links are child links.
 (9 8
I15 (v) =
v e2to(v ) child [e]) ! (9!v 8e2to(v ) child [e])

The proofs of invariants I1 to I14 are given by induction on the length of the executions leading to a
state. Invariant 15 follows by contradiction. Suppose that we have two nodes
with the property
that all incoming links are child links. There exists an unique cycle free path between and . Then
by invariant I14 all child edges on that path must point to . But then must also have an outgoing
I
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v

w

w
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child edge. This contradicts invariant I11.
Invariant I15 plays a key role in the proof that there exists a weak re nement mapping from TIP to
SPEC since it implies that at most one node can become the root of the tree.

3.2 At most one root action

We exhibit a weak re nement mapping from the states of TIP to the states of SPEC . The existence
of such a mapping implies that every trace of observable actions of the TIP automaton is a trace of
observable actions of the SPEC automaton. Since at most one ROOT -action may occur in each trace
of SPEC , this implies that TIP may also perform at most one ROOT -action.

Theorem 2 Let 2 states (TIP ) ! states (SPEC ) be the function de ned by the state predicate:
SPEC done , 9v TIP root [ ]
r

:

:

v

Then r is a weak re nement mapping (in the sense of [LV95]) from TIP to SPEC .

In order to prove Theorem 2, it suces to show that satis es the following conditions: (1) the start
state of TIP is mapped onto the start state of SPEC , (2) for every reachable state and transition
!a in TIP , if is an external action then ( ) !a ( ) is a transition of SPEC , otherwise ( ) = ( ).
The only nontrivial case in the proof is the one in which TIP has a transition ROOT
?!(v) , for reachable
states and . In this case, the precondition of action ROOT ( ) implies that j= :root [ ] ^ 8 2
to( ) : child [ ]. By invariant I15, is the only node for which all incoming links are child links. Since by
invariant I13 all incoming links of a root node are child links but is not a root node, j= :9v root [ ].
Hence, by de nition of , ( ) j= :done . By the e ect of action ROOT [ ] and by de nition of ,
( ) j= done . This implies that SPEC has a transition ( ) ROOT
?!(v) ( ), as required.
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3.3 Termination
Theorem 3 All executions of TIP are nite.
We prove Theorem 3 by de ning a norm function on the states of automaton TIP . For this, four
auxiliary state functions are required. Let be a state of TIP . Then:
s

()
()
()
()

I s

U s
M s

R s

=
=
=
=
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jf
jf
jf
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s
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j= init [ ]gj
j= :child [ ] ^ :child [ ?1 ]gj
j= mq [ ] =
6 emptygj
j= :root [ ]gj
v
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De ne norm ( ) = ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )). If  denotes the usual lexicographical ordering on tuples
a
then it is straightforward to prove, using invariants I3, I5 , I7 and I12 , that for each transition !
of TIP with reachable, norm ( )  norm ( ).
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3.4 At least one root action

As nal step in our veri cation we prove that each fair trace of TIP is also a fair trace of SPEC .
Since, by Theorem 2, is a weak re nement from TIP to SPEC , it suces to prove that maps each
fair execution of TIP to a fair execution of SPEC . However since, by Theorem 3, TIP has only nite
executions, it in fact suces to prove that maps each quiescent ( nal) state of TIP to the unique
quiescent ( nal) state of SPEC . This follows from the following theorem.
r

r

r
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Theorem 4 In each quiescent state of TIP, at least one node has been elected as root.
In order to prove Theorem 4, we need two additional invariants.

Lemma 5 For each link , the following properties are invariants of TIP:
e

If a node is in its initial stage then its neighbors on incoming non-child and empty links are also in
their initial stage.
 init [target(e)] ^ :child [e] ^ mq [e] = empty ! init [source(e)]
I16 (e) =
If a node is not in its initial stage then its neighbors on undirected empty links are in root contention.
 :init [source(e)] ^ mq [e] = empty ^ :child[e] ^ :child [e?1 ] ! contention[target(e)]
I17 (e) =

Now to prove Theorem 4, assume that is a state of TIP without any outgoing transitions. We will
show that j= 9v : root [ ].
For each link , j= mq [ ] = empty, otherwise an ADD CHILD or ACK action would be enabled
(depending on whether or not j= init [target( )]).
We prove by contradiction that, for each node , j= :init [ ]. Suppose there exists a node 0
with j= init [ 0]. Since does not enable the action CHILDREN KNOWN ( 0 ), there exist links
2 to( 0 ) with 6= and j= :child [ ] ^ :child [ ]. Let 1 = source[ ]. Invariant I16 implies
j= init [ 1]. Repeating this argument, we can nd an in nite sequence of adjacent nodes 0 1 2
such that, for all , i+2 6= i and j= init [ i ]. This contradicts our assumption that G is nite and
tree-like.
We claim that, for each link , j= child [ ] _ child [ ?1]. Again, the proof is by contradiction:
suppose there exists a link with j= :child [ ] ^ :child [ ?1]. Then we may infer, by invariant
I17, that j= contention [source( )] ^ contention [target( )]. But this means that enables the action
RESOLVE CONTENTION ( ). Contradiction.
Because in each link or its reverse is a child link, and because G is nite and tree-like, there exists
a node such that j= 8 2 to( ) : child [ ]. This means that j= root [ ], otherwise would enable a
ROOT ( ) action.
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3.5 Veri cation by hand and in PVS

The mathematical proof has been worked out in great detail by hand. Since invariant proofs often
result in a lot of bookkeeping work, small faults are easily introduced. For that reason, we used a
series of LATEXmacros that support the structured proof style as advocated by Lamport[Lam93]. The
handwritten proofs are obtainable at the URL http://www.cs.kun.nl/~marcod/1394.html.
We used PVS to check the proofs of the invariants and the weak-re nement mapping, i.e. the results
of Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and Lemma 5. The PVS speci cation and proof les can also be obtained at
the above URL. In our experience, see also [AH96], it is much faster to check invariants with the PVS
system then to prove them by hand. The PVS system takes care of the bookkeeping, and trivial steps
in the proof are often done automatically. During the construction of a proof, the backward style of
reasoning of the PVS system leads to a clear sub-goal which often suggests how to proceed with the
proof. Most invariants could therefore be proven without looking into the hand proofs.
However, the use of a proof checker also produces overhead in the sense that the model used has to be
formalized in the speci cation language of the proof checker. In our case, the I/O automata and the
the proof principle for invariants were trivially speci ed, and the proofs of invariants I1 -I14 were done
within a few days. However, for the proof of invariant I15 one needs to reason about paths between
nodes in acyclic nite strongly-connected digraphs. It took us a few days to explain all the concepts
involved here to PVS. After that, checking the proof of the weak re nement was trivial.
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In general, we feel that using a proof checker is to be preferred above constructing handwritten
proofs. First, a proof checker can be applied for something which we would like to name `rapid proof
development'. As mentioned above, a proof checker often helps the user by supplying a goal which
clari es which problem has to be solved. Also, a proof checker can be used to rapidly try di erent
approaches to prove a speci c invariant. Second, bookkeeping is done automatically by the prover,
which mechanizes a substantial part of the proof development. Third, and most important, use of a
theorem prover dramatically increases the con dence in the correctness of a proof.

4. Conclusions

In our opinion the formal speci cation and veri cation of the tree identify phase of IEEE 1394 constitutes a nice challenge for the formal methods community. As a rst step, we have presented in this
paper the veri cation of a highly abstract version of this protocol. Currently, we are investigating
various re nements of our abstract model, which, amongst others, involve timing aspects. Our aim is
to formally prove the correctness of (key parts of) these re nements using PVS.
In our view, the current IEEE 1394 standard is ambiguous and incomplete. It is only possible to
understand the intended meaning of this document through personal contact with the experts who
were directly involved in creating it. Clearly, the standard can be improved by providing a more
formal and better modularized speci cation of di erent parts of the protocol. This would serve a
manifold purpose. First, it will help to remove ambiguities in the current speci cation, which will be
useful for engineers who have to build applications on top of 1394. Second, as the IEEE 1394 bus is
of great industrial importance, it is bound to be extended with functionalities. A more formal and
better modularized speci cation will facilitate the development of extensions of the protocol. Finally,
an improved speci cation may serve as a basis for formal veri cation, and thereby help to increase
con dence in the correctness of the protocol.
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